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Mori

I dedicate this book to my late dad Mr Emmanuel Mwamba Katongo.
Even in your absence you continue to teach me by how you lived.

“Exceptionally didactic. In this book Musenga dovetails his poetry and story-telling
skills to drive home an inviolable message on a salient subject matter that most
writers try to evade, death. As you read this poetic showpiece on what is meant to
be a grim subject, you will find yourself smiling one moment and thoughtful the
next. By the time you are done you will have received a new pair of lenses with
which to view life... and death.”
-Gabriel ‘Gabby GP’ Phiri (Holy Hip Hop Clique)
“The theme of this book is uncommon. The reader can feel the emotion in each
piece. It is like a poetry book written by one of the great poets of the past. Use of
wordplay made this piece of work far from plain. This is amazing. Musenga is indeed
a good writer.”
-Natasha Zulu (Holy Hip Hop Clique)
“The best way to describe this book is ‘thought provoking’. Memento Mori is written
to help us meditate on what really matters while we are still alive; it is done in such
a creative and relatable way that it can easily connect with the reader. Musenga
conveys a message that brings us to one of the most feared parts of life: death.”
-Bwalya Milunga (ConQuest)
“Fantastic! A very unpopular topic, yet very popular indeed. Musenga’s imagery is
great and very reflective. This is what poetry is meant to provoke.”’
-Mr Shaba (Matero Boys Secondary School Teacher of English)
“Laden with mystery and often times with a great degree of suspicion, deeply
entrenched in fear; a fear that is steeped in a lack of an eternal hope; death is often
seen as a taboo not to be spoken of much less viewed as a literary theme. Musenga
has taken the bold step of facing death and presenting it in a way that will get you
thinking differently about this important subject. This book will inspire you to see
the brevity of life and encourage you to enjoy the moments you have in your life.”
-Matthew D. M. Banda Jr (True Worship)
“If you need a reminder; that jolt of much more than inspiration that moves you to
live and not simply drift through life, you have put your hands on the right book.”
-Dario Chongolo (Ulendo)

You do not know what tomorrow will bring. What is your life? You are a mist that
appears for a little while and then vanishes.
James 4:14
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INTRODUCTION
Picture yourself standing at the back of a crowd of people gathered to pay their last
respects to you at your own funeral. Everyone from your relatives, friends, acquaintances
and even strangers take turns to describe their experience with you in one sentence.
What do you think they would say?
The renowned men and women whose names appear in our history books utilised their
time well before their demise. Whether remembered for the good or bad they did, they
left something on the face of the earth that no one can take away from them. Some left a
mark while others left a stain, whereas majority remained part of nothing more than the
generalized community who were only recipients of their work.
‘Memento Mori’ is Latin for ‘remember you will die’. It is the Medieval Latin Christian
theory that I discovered a couple of years ago. It is the practice of reflection on mortality,
especially as a means of considering the temporary nature of all earthly material and
pursuits.
In my meditation of this theory, I learnt that history only remembers certain people by
name and generalizes the rest. Also that our spot in history as renowned individuals is
only guaranteed once we understand time is against us.
I usually wonder what people say when a bad person dies. A close friend of mine once
told me that ‘funerals make people perfect’. He said this because positive attributes of a
deceased individual take the spotlight and everyone seems to forget that that person
had a bad side… or at least just for that occasion. But should I really need a funeral to be
my ultimate perfection in the eyes of man upon my demise? Will I give people a headache
trying to think of all the ‘good things’ about me when preparing their tribute to me?
So I pose this question to you: what shall be your spot in the history of your family, school,
workplace, church and nation?
Before you read this book, I would like to state beforehand that the images used here are
artistic and representative symbols of the theory Memento Mori. I only ask that you read
in a meditative state and ask yourself – what will I be remembered for?

HORIZONTAL DUNGEON
Face the ceiling and count the patterns imprinted
Realising your soon death has been hinted.
Face the ceiling and look forward to an afterlife,
Pondering on the deeds you committed in God’s sight.
The Horizontal Dungeon; the Prison of Paralysis.
Immobility with an enduring crisis,
Minutes from death and the seconds count down,
Picturing all the Legos you stacked up in this life come down,
Reflecting on the deeds committed and omitted from man’s view.
You chew over whether your life was worth 12 years of school.
You consider the words uttered and friends made,
Questioning if your life was well paid or worked as a maid,
Interviewing yourself you ask, “Was ‘everything’ really worth it?”
All the times handed to my pursuits and endeavors truly worth it?
Queries resulting from ambition, immorality and impurity
All put on the table and directly under scrutiny.
The Grim Reaper arrives, cloaked with scythe in hand, to extract the truth.
He taunts you asking “Tell me, did you enjoy or waste your youth?
Did you run for the best and always persist?
Did you play it safe or take a risk?”
“Did you exit your comfort zone or were you complacent?
When you think of your time, how did you spend it?
What were you willing to die for? What did you stand for?
What do you think you will be remembered for?”
“Who do you expect to meet? YHWH, Jesus or Buddha?
Your ancestors, Allah or Krishna?
Where do you think you’ll go? Heaven, Hell or Nirvana?
Purgatory, Limbo, Sheol or Gehenna?”
He prowls across to your side ready to collect his dues.
You are trapped in the dungeon, vulnerable to his abuse,
Positioned antonymous to vertical, your life comes to meaning in the jail cell
Your contribution to the world ends. Your life but a story to tell.
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ON THE DAY I DIE
The day I die, I will dye civilian clothes black,
Die to the world I dyed rainbow colours,
Living a colourful life, dying to my sisters and brothers
And resurrect with Christ to make a comeback.
It is my will that this poem acts like a will.
Distribute my ideas so that everyone has a piece of my mind.
I shall have peace of mind in knowing I didn’t keep my thoughts in my mind,
Keeping in mind their conversion to matter is subject to God’s will.
I’ve never made it, regardless how much esteem one has for me.
Morbid thoughts? I am a sinner and Christ died for me.
Perfection was a reality that wasn’t too far-fetched for me,
But Satan threw some sticks and I ran for them when he said ‘Go fetch them for me’
Hence I stumbled, but never tumbled in my pursuit to be Christ-like.
I jumbled my effort with faith and placed my flesh in the limelight.
If I ever mumbled or fumbled, trust me I’d regret it,
I would grumble about how it runs circles in my head, I have marathons already.
I’ve never been the best, I’ve only been blessed,
Blessed to have a family and a squad of awesome friends.
Do I have any regrets? Only that I couldn’t do more
To be a eulogy adhering to God’s Call.
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LOVE WHILE YOU STILL CAN
We only realise how short life is when it ends,
How different our work sheets are as we use different pens,
Different shades as we shed tears over the ‘should haves’,
The ‘would haves’ and the ‘could haves’.
Each day we have is a gift – there is no dispute.
We can’t deny the providence of God with the time we’ve used.
Do we spend it on ourselves? Creating walls over bridges,
Chasms between ridges and drainages near fishes?
So will I waste my life by wasting time?
Or will I love like tomorrow is the end of time?
Holding on to who I can, never pushing back anyone I can hold
For on chilly days, our bonds are the warmness in the cold.
Greeting neighbours and smiling at friends,
Complimenting loved ones with praise that never ends.
Assisting strangers and admonishing the wrong,
Entertaining guests with my laughter as song.
Purchase a gift for the person you hold dear,
Give honour to mentors and keep family near.
Give rightful sentiments to a person of envy,
Forgive all trespasses and pray for my enemy.
Disposing of petty things that get in the way of friendship,
Deciding to be on board the relation-ship.
Never live to regret not loving someone enough, especially where you stand.
Love, my people, love while you still can.
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LIVE FAST, DIE YOUNG?
This philosophy is an ear ring, hanging over ears
Advising hangovers and fast living amongst my peers
Dear friend, slow down…
Take a break, step on the brakes before you roll down
a cliff. A steep descent because of your self-content
in actions that my poem’s content is against
Live Fast, Die Young?
The question mark is not misplaced, really, die young?
Live a gorgeous life with gorgeous things
Gorgeous rings because ‘money is over everything’
Rather join in the celebration
Rather scale the tall heights of sin and only to free-fall through its implications
Rather indulge our flesh and fancy our options
Rather contaminate the Temple of God with worldly toxins
It is Escape. Indulgence to disremember calamity
Belief that offering ourselves at sin’s altar resets reality.
Escaping pain and responsibility
Because the solution is too vague be considered a possibility
Perhaps security is on the other side of iniquity
Perhaps continuous momentary joy is not our enemy
But if it is our friend then its inconsistency
in solving our real problems proves its infidelity
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Our core need for identity acts like a black jack
that hooks onto this philosophy’s bad slacks
Our identity struggle fights for awesomeness and the sad fact
is that it rarely works unless you’re a panda voiced by Jack Black
We live fast to escape the slow lane of our obligations
Settling for the dizzy sensation
offered by repeatedly circling roundabouts, and never give way
with no need to exit. We believe the dizziness makes the pain go away
God does not place restrictions on activities because He wants to bore us
But because you are a rich libation and He wants to pour us
out on all the porous earth till the last drop falls to the ground
So that you rain goodness and grace in preparation for your crown
Hand your all concerns and crises
to He who could feed a multitude with the symbol of Pisces.
Escaping our pain through iniquity is temporary.
God, when will we learn that sin is our adversary!
Let us adorn our headdresses and take hold of our sceptres
The world awaits our return to our Maker
For young kings and queens are not meant to settle for pleasantries
That only entertain people settled for a life of peasantry
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Time
j

Whoever said time waits for no man, wasn’t lying
The constant ticking of clocks has me underlining
Questions in my psyche as I wonder, “When will I learn?
When will I understand that time is gift I never earned?”
I ever yearn to absorb myself in things
That at the end of the day will amount to nothing.
Squander my precious seconds to minute-sized endeavours
and tolerate the belief that my expiration date is: forever
The infant has time to weep, the schoolboy time to read
The teenager has time to experiment, the school leaver time to sleep
The freshman has time to study, the graduate time to plan
The working class has time to build, the retired wish they made a better plan
The retired sit on their garden chair under the warm sunshine
Asking if in their energetic days they made the most of their time
Asking why they did not save and invest their money
Asking why they chose to neglect time with family
Asking why they did not read enough books back in the day
Asking why they did not keep their sexual urges at bay
Asking why everyone’s opinion mattered, why they did not invest in others
Asking why they did not persevere to live their life in bright colours
I sometimes question the name tag that hangs from my watch
Learning I’ll never own the moment, I just sit back and watch
The second hand play the first hand in my deck
Because the owner of time is God in retrospect
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For He owns retrospect so introspect on your hours,
minutes and seconds because time has never been ours.
It’s God’s act of grace because I don’t deserve a millisecond
For I reckon that my verdict is ‘death’ for making God second
I can’t buy time even with my daylight ‘savings’
But I act like it, my wallet always open, spending time lazing
about. My reaction to time implies it’s a redox
Because I gain time and lose it while using the same clocks
I realise that God’s intention for the ‘past’
was to grant us a bin for our mistakes, sin and pain not to last
For the last few seconds are gone the next few are new
That’s a second chance so now what are you going to do?
I wind my mind to ask a provocative question
A scary one that few are brave enough to mention
Which is: how do we use time with knowledge of its owner?
Because when you use something borrowed you keep in mind the owner
O God! How selfish am I that I can’t share my time
With the person who died to enable me to live in these times
So when your time is brought in account and evaluated
How will you explain you were the servant who buried time and just waited?
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DAY BEFORE I DIE
The day before I die, I wonder what would be of it
What would you call it? A holiday is far from it
I would piece together the broken pieces in all relationships
Tell my family they are an asset I cannot forfeit
Tell them to remember they’ll die, to reflect on Memento Mori
Tell them I lived to the fullest before they are all mourning
Tell them I took on every challenge that is thrown before me
Tell them I lived to my full capacity and gave God the glory
Tell them I never wasted my time but kept the truth around my waist
And to dwell in God’s presence so all can see and taste
that He’s good. The Author of Life published a book that’s reached its epilogue
A literary masterpiece whose editor is God.
Taking my first steps in Switzerland till we arrived in Zed
Marking a change in my life like the scar on my forehead
Let all know I aimed to live a life I’ve never dreamt of living
Or at least die trying like 50 Cent making an honest living
Let all know I have no regrets, fulfilled my goals up to the time I’d leave
Took hold of my sling and shot down my Goliath and his Philistines
Let them know I kept clean, used my every resource for benefits,
to manufacture joy and disregard any counterfeits.
When encountered with pain and experience of deep hurt
I fear the fear of death is what man deserves
In as much as the sorrow it brings is immense
It’s because of sin that our family members are put in a hearse
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Makes me dream, wonder and hope that Heaven is real
That there’s hope for every victim that sin has killed
And Jesus… His reality makes me glad
so I faithfully offer the following day to God
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My bitter heart ended its rant. I proceeded to lie to everyone and tell them ‘I’m ok’
For I did not want to be the centre of anyone’s sympathy
Solitude befriended my morbid thoughts
The two treaded on the broken glass of my relationship with God
I was Job, waddling in dog saliva as they licked my wounds
Staring at the Heavens, encouraged by friends who would
Tell me to be strong and trust God. None could possibly
Think I was at the edge of apostasy
Retreating to trusted counsel, I sought answers. I searched for light
I felt like Peter, saying “Lord, where else can I go? You have the words of eternal life.”
With a nearly dissolved heart wrapped with fake smiles and laughs
I knew only you, God, could fix my blood pumping muscle concealed in a cast
You restored me. The very God I yelled at made me new
You are an expert at making ugly things beautiful
Proof of that is at the cross, where your Son was slain
Gruesome events led to salvation of men
You restored me. The very God I yelled at made me new
You are an expert at making ugly things beautiful
I no longer ask God “Why?” but instead, “Lord, what should I do?”
So I took my appalling brokenness dad, and wrote a poem for you.

DEATH, EMBRACE AND PEACE
Make the wailing stop, make the weeping stop. God dry the tears
amongst my peers and family because tragedy drew near.
Our fears became reality, this wailing sound maddens me.
It completely saddens me. But I withheld my tears splendidly
Gone… that’s my least favourite word of this moment
The position has been dotted and cries seize my ears for the moment
Death… causing pain, a sinking feeling of loss
But its cold hands know no sense of remorse
Knowing that someday I’ll experience a similar fate
I wind my mind to enjoy the things God took time to create
I search for the single embrace that I can lie in
For the arms of true love that resemble pillows for me to cry in
Spill my heart, liver, colon and every other part of me
through my eyes as the embrace holds me securely.
The physical intimacy expressed in mutuality
Never held down by gravity because it laugh’s at Newton’s theory
Peace… return to me the joy that was coursing through my veins
That every cell, hormone and impulse rejoices in pain
Return to me the beautiful alignment of my heart with my Heavenly Father
That has simultaneous beats like an infant and mother
Longing to belong to the long list of heirs to the kingdom,
Where there is no wailing or weeping. Only freedom.
Because the vibrations in my auditory canal
Tortured my ossicles with each amplification of sound
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I hate to see my family in distress over loss like I had to
I wish for the rest of my life on Earth I wouldn’t have to
But the day of birth is the first step towards death
Will the peace and embrace I yearn for ever be set?
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TRAGEDY’S WAVES
BY BWALYA MILUNGA

Life - Filled with unexpected situations that leave messages of confusion
Planted in our minds, it feels like the movie Inception
Delivered by tragedy, the sorrowful messenger.
The time you get an unexpected call from a family member
Telling you that somebody you love is gone
When reality calls, tragedy is the ringtone
There’s a woman, her purity was forced to illegally jump the marriage fence
She believes she would have been fit for her future husband if a stranger hadn’t
taken away her innocence
Lost every ounce of joy, her tears know no courage
Forced to do something she saved exclusively for marriage
The broken vow is a nightmare with a dose of emotional baggage
She’s the victim but forced to pay for the damage
There’s a mother mourning the death of her son
She struggles to understand whether it is God’s will or not, wrestling with “Let your
will be done”
There’s a Christian in the Middle East being persecuted
Terrorism is spilling the blood of children
Who will save them?
Honestly this can make a human being anxious and depressed,
stressed and limping in this race
The question of the century is, “Where was God?”
Sometimes it feels like our problems are on the backburner, awaiting a saviour
So unbelief leaves footprints in your mind
Your confidence now blind, as fear and hope have a tug-of-war in your mind
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Tragedy reiterates,
“No man can truly give you a reason for all these events.”
But God leaves us a choice
Focus on the big picture or listen to bitterness’ voice
Forgive the one who hurt you so carelessly or inhale bitterness and exhale misery
Leave no room for legalism
As we grieve escorting cynicism
Out the back door
But let your tears flow, be honest, let your God know
Let Him know these waves are strong
Drowning in your misery, praying for a breakthrough in the form of a shore
I sometimes wish things would be easier, I know the struggle
You are the Stephen in the jungle
Interceding for the very people who want you to fall
Trusting in the one who really saved us all
Giving him our frustrations, and pain
Praying we are not taken away by
Tragedy’s waves
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My bitter heart ended its rant. I proceeded to lie to everyone and tell them ‘I’m ok’
For I did not want to be the centre of anyone’s sympathy
Solitude befriended my morbid thoughts
The two treaded on the broken glass of my relationship with God
I was Job, waddling in dog saliva as they licked my wounds
Staring at the Heavens, encouraged by friends who would
Tell me to be strong and trust God. None could possibly
Think I was at the edge of apostasy
Retreating to trusted counsel, I sought answers. I searched for light
I felt like Peter, saying “Lord, where else can I go? You have the words of eternal life.”
With a nearly dissolved heart wrapped with fake smiles and laughs
I knew only you, God, could fix my blood pumping muscle concealed in a cast
You restored me. The very God I yelled at made me new
You are an expert at making ugly things beautiful
Proof of that is at the cross, where your Son was slain
Gruesome events led to salvation of men
You restored me. The very God I yelled at made me new
You are an expert at making ugly things beautiful
I no longer ask God “Why?” but instead, “Lord, what should I do?”
So I took my appalling brokenness dad, and wrote a poem for you.

JOB’S TEARS
Warning: Honesty is capitalised in this poem’s message
Because honestly there is something I was not getting
How could a doctrine I was teaching and preaching
suddenly leave me in a Question ‘n’ Answer session?
It was 3 in the morning, my mum rushed into my room fast
She shouted, “Boys wake up! Your dad has collapsed!”
Was I hearing right? Was that actually said?
Tears bubbled in my eyes as I saw him unconscious on his bed
“Mum what happened?” I asked. In a hoarse voice she was seeming
so confused. She said, “I don’t know he just stopped breathing!”
I rested my hand on his chest and noticed a lack of breath
I crossed myself and cried as I prayed
But how could this be? He was fine just the previous day
There was no sign that morning would go that way.
We got our neighbour, though it was late
To carry my dad to the car. The Family-car-turned-ambulance sped through the gate
I stayed, at my voice’s end I screamed out loud
“God I’m sorry for everything! I need you right now!”
The sly thoughts that I’d be a single orphan
slithered into my head but I yelled “Shut up!” just as often
My eyes leaked tears in an immense outpour
Lord knows that downpour was like none before
I was desperate. I was scared. I was sad. I was lowly
I screamed to the Heavens, “God! Let this be my testimony!”
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Mental search engines ripped through my knowledge of scripture till I found one
Eureka! Jesus said, “With faith the size of a mustard seed I can move mountains”
My ‘In Case of Emergency, break glass’ faith declared in your name, God, that all
would be well
That I won’t be scared and I’ll have a story to tell
I felt your peace occupy my heart, fear was excused.
I was confident in you and just waited for the good news
I called my brother Bwalya and asked him to pray
Calls were thrown around amongst my siblings because of the events of that day
Then the moment came. The moment of truth. My phone rang
I picked my phone slowly as the ringtone sang
I made a short prayer of confidence before answering the phone
And my peace vanished when mum said, “Musenga, your dad is gone.”

...
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I threw my phone. Falling to my wits end I said “Are you serious? Are you kidding
me?”
“What happened to the ‘mustard seed faith’ stuff you were feeding me?”
“Shut up! I don’t care because my prayer wasn’t received”
Recounting studied scriptures I asked you, “God have I been deceived?”
Thus I ranted: “I presume you’ll say it’s your plan but I find that answer weak
What’s the point of prayer if your sovereignty speaks?
Psalms 17:6 says you’ll answer when I call
Then why am I screaming at your picture on the wall!
“It says, ‘Jesus I trust in you’ well I did, I trusted you!
I confided in you! I am so close to ripping it off the wall! I mean I asked of you!
When I needed you the most I pleaded at any cost
How could you ignore me? I put 200% trust in you God!
“I wanted dad to come back. I needed dad to come back!
How could you take him away after a heart attack!
I don’t understand, I feel so indoctrinated
Why did I pray, I mean your sovereignty is over my supplication
“It’s your fault my inbox flooded with condolences!
From now on when I pray I’ll know what your response is
I feel so betrayed, why should I have faith again?
Why air my pleas when you won’t hear my Amen?
“No one has an answer so they say it’s your plan
Translation: just say ‘yes’ even when you don’t understand
Maybe I need some time to find myself
Maybe we need a little time apart, maybe that’ll help!
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“Because I am fed up of begging for a practical when all you hand me are theories,
Fine! I’ll be that guy watching other believers sing about their testimonies with
spiritual feelings
Why I don’t get a testimony?
Why don’t I get a fancy supernatural story?
“You know what I am tired of crying, I think I give up
Who knows if I’ll come back after you’ve broken my trust!
But no biggie, my family and friends are with me
We will all smile, play in a circle and act silly
“Crack jokes and Manifest LOLs
Tell stories because all is well
But that’s a flat lie, when my dad flat lined
So did my faith in your Word! It all seemed like a white lie!”
My bitter heart ended its rant. I proceeded to lie to everyone and tell them ‘I’m ok’
For I did not want to be the centre of anyone’s sympathy.
Solitude befriended my morbid thoughts,
The two treaded on the broken glass of my relationship with God
I was Job, waddling in dog saliva as hounds licked my wounds
Staring at the Heavens, encouraged by friends who would
tell me to be strong and trust God. None could possibly
think I was at the edge of apostasy.
Retreating to trusted counsel, I sought answers. I searched for light
I felt like Peter, saying “Lord, where else can I go? You have the words of eternal life.”
With a nearly dissolved heart wrapped with fake smiles and laughs
I knew only you, God, could fix my blood pumping muscle concealed in a cast
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You restored me. The very God I yelled at made me new
You are an expert at making ugly things beautiful
Proof of that is at the cross, where your Son was slain
Gruesome events led to salvation of men
You restored me. The very God I yelled at made me new
You are an expert at making ugly things beautiful
I no longer ask God “Why?” but instead, “Lord, what should I do?”
So I took my appalling brokenness, dad, and wrote a poem for you.
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TRAGEDY’S WAVES
BY BWALYA MILUNGA

Life - Filled with unexpected situations that leave messages of confusion
Planted in our minds, it feels like the movie Inception
Delivered by tragedy, the sorrowful messenger
The time you get an unexpected call from a family member
Telling you that somebody you love is gone
When reality calls, tragedy is the ringtone
There’s a woman, her purity was forced to illegally jump the marriage fence
She believes she would have been fit for her future husband if a stranger hadn’t
taken away her innocence
Lost every ounce of joy, her tears know no courage
Forced to do something she saved exclusively for marriage
The broken vow is a nightmare with a dose of emotional baggage
She’s the victim but forced to pay for the damage
There’s a mother mourning the death of her son
She struggles to understand whether it is God’s will or not, wrestling with “Let your
will be done”
There’s a Christian in the Middle East being persecuted
Terrorism is spilling the blood of children
Who will save them?
Honestly this can make a human being anxious and depressed
Stressed and limping in this race
Question of the century is where was God?
Sometimes it feels like our problems are on the backburner, awaiting a saviour
So unbelief leaves footprints in your mind
Your confidence now blind, as fear and hope have a tug of war in your mind
Tragedy reiterates

GO TO SLEEP AND SEE YOU IN THE MORNING
I am taking my sorrow and flashing it on a projector screen
My father took his last breath in his sleep
Tears on my cheeks resembled cascades and waterfalls
I prayed for a miracle but God had other intentions, though.
Death strikes like a right jab you’d think was a head butt
All the matter that ever mattered is gone and it gives you a head start.
Legacies and memories, diaries and autobiographies
All take stage after the decay of one’s anatomy.
Everything comes to the horizontal dungeon when you stare at the ceiling board
Trying to be bold because of the tears of the loved ones you wish to hold
Where you make the best of your time before your contribution to their lives ends
Where your character and values become nothing more than memories to friends
The Bible, therefore, takes a stance to say sorrow is better than dance
When certainty stumps chance, we prepare for death in advance.
Never letting go of the ones so dear, never neglecting neighbours
For you only live once so embrace God’s favour
I’ve been so short sighted that the Almighty Optician told me to renew my vision
Dilate my pupils as He teaches the accommodation of His vision:
I’ll rise with Christ because I am dead and buried with Him
Fear of death is no longer a factor for I am carried by Him
I only hope when my father looked to the sky and reflected on all his life’s work
Recalling his state of being a canvas of the Great Artist’s artwork
He smiled at his loved ones and rejoiced that he is going to a better place
High above his wildest dreams having taken his rest
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Hoping he sleeps and wakes up to sing with the angels a hymn of Gloria
Yet I know he didn’t want to sleep, he had a great insomnia
But the thing about sleep is it’s in the darkest of times; ending at the sun’s dawning.
So to my dad I say go to sleep, and see you in the morning.
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cOnClusION
The manner in which I lost my dad will never cease to amaze me. He was fine the
previous day and suddenly was gone the next. I mourned his departure but also
meditated on it. I came to the realisation that death doesn’t favour its victims nor
show pity on them. One day we are here, the next we may not.
Regardless of how wealthy, good looking, popular, talented or intelligent an
individual may be, the common denominator of all men is death. Psalm 49:17-19
(ISV) says, “When [a rich man] dies, he will not be able to take his wealth with him. His
possessions will not follow him to the grave, although he considers himself blessed
while he’s alive. Though people praise you for doing well, you will end up like your
ancestors’ generation, never again to see the light of day!”
Our only true currency is time. Our book keeping records will be looked over by our
Heavenly Father one day and we shall have to give account for whether we made a
profit or a loss. Just as what you choose to spend money on reveals what is important
in your life, so does what you spend your time on.
We spend time on worrying about the future than taking hold of it. We spend time
devising plans than actually putting them into action. We spend time in indecision
than actually making moves. Gripped by fears and insecurities, we do not fully grasp
that at any moment our hidden potential may be robbed from the world – through
death. Myles Munroe wrote in his book, Releasing Your Potential, that, “The death of
a seed is the burial of a forest.”
Do not allow yourself to live like you will not leave this world. The world is waiting for
you. Little boys and girls, teenagers and adults are waiting for you to discover and use
full your potential. If I were you, I’d hurry.

cOnClusION
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in your life, so does what you spend your time on.
We spend time on worrying about the future than taking hold of it. We spend time
devising plans than actually putting them into action. We spend time in indecision
than actually making moves. Gripped by fears and insecurities, we do not fully grasp
that at any moment our hidden potential may be robbed from the world – through
death. Myles Munroe wrote in his book, Releasing Your Potential, that, “The death of
a seed is the burial of a forest.”
Do not allow yourself to live like you will not leave this world. The world is waiting for
you. Little boys and girls, teenagers and adults are waiting for you to discover and use
full your potential. If I were you, I’d hurry.

